
Alicia Mattson <agmattson@gmail.com>

RE: [Confidential] JC Appeal LP Delaware

Mary J Ruwart <mary@ruwart.com> Tue, Jan 11, 2022 at 7:31 AM
To: Sean Goward <sean.goward@yahoo.com>
Cc: Amy LePore <Alepore1@protonmail.com>, Thomas Arnold <libertyclaus1@gmail.com>, JimTurney@gmail.com,
Chuck <Chuck@moulton.org>, Alicia Mattson <agmattson@gmail.com>, "D. Frank Robinson"
<dfrankrobinson@gmail.com>, vermin supreme <judgeverminsupreme@gmail.com>

The JC welcomes all amicus briefs and will likely accept updates as well.  At least, we did for the Harlos matter, and I
suspect we will do so for this one. 

From: Sean Goward <sean.goward@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 12:42 AM
To: mary@ruwart.com
Cc: Amy LePore <Alepore1@protonmail.com>
Subject: [Confidential] JC Appeal LP Delaware

Dr. Ruwart,

     I want to thank you for taking time to consider a relatively random email from a former State Chair, from a small
and relatively inconsequential state. In the next few days, I will send my equivalent to an amicus brief on behalf of Mr.
William Hinds and Dr. Amy LePore as the legitimate leadership of the Libertarian Party of Delaware. 

     In the mean time, though, I would like to mention that the home county affiliate for Mr. Will McVay, has established
an investigative committee, preferred charges against, tried, found guilty, and subsequently suspended the
membership of Mr. McVay based off of his actions in what *he* describes as “the plot” to take over the Libertarian
Party of Delaware. 

     I imagine it’s unconventional for a former State Chair to preface an amicus with their ‘opponent’s’ point of view, but
I think in this case, a review in their own words, of (https://defense.lpdelaware.org/p/the-plot.html?m=1) might provide
some context and insight into the motivations and mindset of Mr. McVay and his peers. This site provides, in their own
words, their justifications for doing the wrong things for what they perceived as the right reasons. 

     It is incredibly difficult to be in a position where I am placed between my convictions and relationships that I’ve built
over the last decade in the cause of Liberty. I sincerely want to provide the JC with as objective a view as possible,
which is why I wanted to provide the above background information for context. As stated, I intend to file a JC
equivalent to an amicus brief in the next few days, but as the situation keeps developing, and information becomes
more available, I wanted to provide the committee the most objective information possible. 

Warmest regards, and your most obedient in Liberty,

Sean L. Goward

Former Chair
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Libertarian Party of Delaware

Sent from my iPhone
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